
The Engrossing Tale of Dualed: A Thrilling
Dystopian Novel by Elsie Chapman
In a society where survival is everything, Elsie Chapman's novel Dualed takes
readers on a heart-pounding journey through a dystopian world where the
ultimate battle is fought for one's own existence.

Dystopian Setting and Premise

The story is set in the city of Kersh, a dangerous and divided place where every
twenty-year-old must kill or be killed in order to prove their worth. The
government's ultimate goal is to create a population of strong, ruthless individuals
who can successfully defend the city from its numerous enemies. The concept of
dueling, where each individual has a genetic twin or "alt," elevates the intensity
and moral complexity of the story.

Chapman's unique world-building in Dualed is both detailed and captivating,
immersing readers in the grim realities of a society driven by fear and survival.
The gritty streets of Kersh are vividly portrayed, creating a sense of danger and
urgency that keeps readers on the edge of their seats throughout the novel.
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Protagonist: West Grayer

The protagonist of Dualed, West Grayer, is a strong and relentless character who
refuses to bow down to the oppressive system. West is an assassin, trained from
a young age to kill her alt. As the day of her dueling approaches, she finds herself
questioning the morality of her actions and considering the value of life, even her
alt's.

Chapman expertly captures West's internal struggles, making her fiercely
determined yet vulnerable. Readers will find themselves emotionally invested in
West's journey as she navigates the treacherous path towards self-discovery and
liberation.

An Exploration of Identity and Morality

While Dualed is packed with adrenaline-fueled action, it also delves deep into
themes of identity and morality. Chapman raises thought-provoking questions
about the nature of individuality, the influence of one's environment, and the value
of human life.

Through West's experiences, readers are forced to examine their own beliefs and
confront the ethical dilemmas presented in the novel. Dualed serves as a
powerful commentary on the lengths humanity may go to ensure survival and the
sacrifices we are willing to make to protect the ones we love.
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The cover art for Dualed features a striking depiction of the protagonist holding a
weapon, capturing the essence of the thrilling dystopian world that awaits
readers. The alt attribute for the image is important for accessibility purposes as it
describes the cover art to visually impaired individuals, ensuring they can still
engage with the content.

The Legacy of Dualed
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Elsie Chapman's Dualed has garnered widespread acclaim since its release,
capturing the hearts of readers with its exhilarating narrative and thought-
provoking themes. The novel has been praised for its strong character
development, intense action sequences, and gripping exploration of morality.

Such has been the impact of Dualed that it has even been optioned for a film
adaptation, setting the stage for its story of survival and self-discovery to reach an
even wider audience.

In

Dualed by Elsie Chapman is a mesmerizing dystopian novel that takes readers
on an emotionally charged journey through a society defined by survival. With a
strong, relatable protagonist and a thought-provoking exploration of identity and
morality, the book will leave readers captivated and reflecting on its themes long
after the final page.
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The Hunger Games meets Matched in this high-concept thriller where citizens
must prove their worth by defeating the other version of themselves—their twin.
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Two of you exist. Only one will survive.

West Grayer is ready. She's trained for years to confront her Alternate, a twin
raised by another family. Survival means a good job, marriage—life.

But then a tragic misstep leaves West questioning: Is she the best version of
herself, the version worthy of a future?

If she is to have any chance of winning, she must stop running not only from
herself, but also from love . . . though both have the power to destroy her.

Fast-paced and unpredictable, Elsie Chapman's suspenseful YA debut weaves
unexpected romance into a chilling, unforgettable world.

Praise for Dualed:

"A gripping, thought-provoking thriller that keeps your heart racing and your
palms sweaty. . . . The kind of book Katniss Everdeen and Jason Bourne would
devour." —Andrew Fukuda, author of the Hunt series

"Full of unexpected turns. . . . Fans of the Divergent trilogy will want to read this
imaginative tale." —VOYA

"A fast ride from first to final pages, Dualed combines action and heart." —Mindy
McGinnis, author of Not a Drop to Drink

"Intense and swift, Dualed grabbed me by the throat and kept me turning pages
all the way to the end. Romance and action fans alike will love it." —Elana
Johnson, author of the Possession series



"Stylish, frenetic, and violent, . . . the textual equivalent of a Quentin Tarantino
movie."—Publishers Weekly

"A double dose of intensity and danger in this riveting tale of survival, heartache,
and love."—Kasie West, author of Pivot Point

"This thought-provoking survival-of-the-fittest story will leave you breathless for
more." —Ellen Oh, author of Prophecy

"Clever suspense—here, stalking is a two-way street." —Kirkus Reviews
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